the common and repeated use of rules, conditions, guidelines or characteristics for products or related processes and production methods, and related management systems practices."
The role of standards is to serve as common sets of rules, conditions, guidelines, or characteristics, serving industry, government, and many other stakeholders. Given their widespread application, different organizations have adopted different definitions of standards 1,2 , however, their role remains the same. Widely understood as a means for disseminating best practices, over the years standards have evolved and matured to the extent that we unknowingly use them in our daily life. From weights and measures to the modern digital standards, they have become almost omnipresent. For the manufacturing industry, standards can play the important role of defining both products and processes, support interoperability, and promote best practices.
Globalization and increased use of contract manufacturing amplifies the need for manufacturers, suppliers, and service providers to have open, globally acceptable technical standards and the required conformance tests to ensure compatibility. Factors such as globalization have led some to re-evaluate how standards are developed and what constitutes their "success" [2] . Despite their significance, the development and deployment of standards is far from a perfected science. There is lack of uniformity in the ways standards are conceived, developed, implemented, and tested. The inconsistent manners in which standards are developed and deployed can lead to misguided interpretations and ultimately result in ill-defined and illimplemented standards. , Comparison, and Testing of Standards, provides a means to analyze, compare, and test a standard. We believe that with additional information formalisms and structure, the way standards are developed, disseminated, and implemented can improve. As such, our approach applies to each stage of a standard's existence, from conceptualization to implementation, and at multiple levels of abstraction, from enterprise level to process level. The result is a standard that will be developed, interpreted, and therefore implemented more consistently and effectively over a wide range of stakeholders.
FACTS, a Framework for Analysis
In this paper, we describe how to utilize information models to address challenges associated with the development and communication of standards. Guided by the Zachman Framework [3] , we demonstrate how to develop information models consistently and at various levels of detail. By applying our approach early, developers can identify possible holes in a standard's scope for a given domain of discourse. During implementation, our approach can assist in identifying coverage gaps and overlaps between standard scopes, or at the process level can be used to identify conformance criteria. The flexibility of our application is a result of the framework depending on the development of simple information models and artifacts with the ability to assume contexts from multiple application scenarios.
Background: Challenges in the Standard Lifecycle
As with any product, a standard decomposes into individual stages of its lifecycle. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) proposed the standard lifecycle as the following three stages [4] : 1) Standard Development-This stage takes a standard from pre-conceptualization and conceptualization to its discussion and finally writing [5] . The stakeholders, represented by producers, distributors, users, consumers, regulators, certifiers, software solution providers, NonGovernment Organizations (NGOs) and other interested parties gather within committees and the draft of a standard is prepared.
2) Standard Deployment/Implementation -Implementation should occur in a product, service, legislation, or policy or other concrete market-visible offering. Some consortia often first produce a pilot implementation, which is usually a proof of concept study conducted to understand the implementation and ease of adoption issues before an industry-wide implementation.
3) Standard Renewal/Maintenance-This stage is reflective of the standard development stage, except there is an existing standard to maintain. At this stage revisions occur.
During the development of a standard, lack of well-defined information structure can lead to insufficiencies when describing the intended domain of discourse. During deployment, lack of well-defined information structure can lead to ambiguities in scope and implementation. This section discusses each of these lifecycle stages, identifies the stakeholders involved at these stages, and addresses how improved information structure can contribute to successful standard execution at each lifecycle stage.
The Development Stage -Stakeholders: Standard Development Organizations
In manufacturing, standards serve as best and recommended practices to produce quality products and ensure interoperability. With this in mind, it is important to recognize the critical role standards play, and that this role begins with a thorough, collaborative, development process.
Standards are traditionally developed by standards development organizations (SDOs), such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU); and scientific and engineering societies, such as the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), the American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME), the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). Within these organizations are working groups tasked to develop standards to satisfy the specific needs of various stakeholders, each consisting of members who offer both expertise and experience on a subject matter.
Over the years, many independent industry consortia and NGOs have sprung up and have fast tracked standards development processes. This is largely due to increased demand for standards in specific domains. In these cases, more than any, standards must satisfy the needs of a particular set of stakeholders, irrespective of the fact that similar standards may already exist for the domain of interest. For a more thorough analysis of standards development processes, as well as economics, politics, and legal reviews, one can refer to works by Cargill [5] , Egyedi [6] , Krislov [7] , and Kahin [8] .
Regardless of whether the consortia represent the needs of the many (SDOs) or the few (independent efforts), significant obstacles must often be overcome before parties reach an agreement on documentation and content. Solutions often involve expanding content to reach necessary compromises, leading to bloated standards. By placing priorities on content and the quantity of knowledge represented, communication needs are often overlooked. As a result, the quality of a standard's representation can adversely affect all aspects of a standard's lifecycle.
An objective analysis of the problem domain is necessary to address developmental challenges effectively. With clear boundaries and the ability to deconstruct a domain, goals that are more concise can be put forth. The ability to define more concise goals inevitably leads to better articulation and therefore more explicit information requirements within the standard.
2.2
The Deployment/Implementation Stage -Stakeholders: Industry, Software Solution Providers, Government, Consumers
The first step of standards deployment is identifying the appropriate standard, or often standards to adopt. This is not often an easy task, as standards and regulations may differ at many levels, across trading regions, as well as industry sectors. Variety can create substantial issues for implementation and promotion of standards, increasing the cost of doing business.
The second and third steps of standards deployment are conformance and compliance. Conformance necessitates identifying the information requirements for a standard's implementation. For industry, conformance may influence what data is important to capture and track during the development of a product. However, structural conformance to a standard does not imply operational compliance with the standard [9] . Operational compliance requires that industry has verified, usually through a government or certification agency, that their product satisfies any operational criteria set forth in the standard. In each case, well-defined, explicit requirements are necessary to determine whether criteria are satisfied.
A primary challenge faced during standard deployment is converting the knowledge of the domain experts into usable information for respective stakeholders. Explicit information models alleviate this challenge by providing structured information where conformance and compliance criteria are easily recognized. By explicitly identifying the information requirements of standards an enterprise can 1) associate standard requirements with products and product data, 2) align its proprietary information management techniques with the information requirements of standards, and 3) compare and contrast requirements from multiple standards to understand differences in conformance criteria and product coverage [10] .
2.3
The Renewal/Maintenance Stage -Stakeholders: Standards Developers, Standards Implementers
Standard renewal/maintenance is very similar to the standards development process, and therefore faces many of the same issues. The renewal/maintenance stage addresses the updating and refinement of standards. At this stage, unlike with the development process, a consortium previously achieved a consensus, and there is existing documentation. Our methodology allows standards developers to take a structured approach when revisiting their initial development efforts and reduce the possibility of "bloating" the standard with redundant or unproductive information requirements.
The authors believe the primary challenges presented by current standardization processes are as follows: 1) current standards are not formalized enough or well supported through an information technology infrastructure; 2) individual standards can vary greatly, in both detail and scope, even when sharing a single intent; and 3) improved mechanisms are needed for testing, conformance, and branding processes to ensure the compliance of products to standardized specifications. Each of these challenges can be addressed, at least partially, by improved structure and formalisms in the standard development, deployment, and maintenance processes. In the next section, we discuss previous efforts on adding structure at both the macro (groups of standards) and micro (individual standards) levels of standard organization.
Literature Review: The Classification and Comparison of Standards
Previous research efforts have led to some formalization of standards and standard content, at both the macro and micro level. Here, we review the motivations behind these formalizations and discuss some of the results. [11] [12] [13] [14] . Beyond PLM efforts, Sudarsan et al. [15] , proposed a hierarchical typology of standards to reflect the content to be communicated and imply the appropriate expressiveness and language choices for each type. In [16] , the authors sketched a method towards comparing and harmonizing information standards based on: 1) informal approach, 2) typology of standards, 3) use-case scenarios, and 4) ontologies. Panetto et al. [17] proposed a mapping of IEC 62264 [18] standard models onto the Zachman framework. The paper explains how to exploit the recursiveness of the Zachman framework to deal with different views of stakeholders. In [19] , the authors use 36 different characterizations to classify healthcare and healthcare information system standards based on informatics.
In the healthcare industry, The Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel [20] (HITSP) was formed to promote and facilitate the harmonization of standards used to exchange health data in the United States. As part of this effort, HITSP addressed various challenges of the standards, especially gaps, overlaps, and missing coverage. Their efforts took the classification of standards one step further, formally defining a set of terminology for comparison.
The HITSP has defined the following terms with respect to a standard:
 Harmonization -the selection of standards most appropriate to support specific events, actions, and actors in a use case.  Context -the unique requirements of a specific actor within a use case.  Gap -missing or incomplete standards that are required to support events in a use case.  Overlap -overlaps refer to instances where some or all of the requirements are met by multiple standards.
We have incorporated this terminology into our work, and these definitions highlight where much of our early efforts have focused. Earlier efforts in macro-level analyses tested our methodology using comparisons within a family of sustainability-related standards. In [21] gaps and overlaps of select standards were studied as they pertained to stages of a product's lifecycle. The gaps and overlaps were used to identify with a specific standard and the lifecycle phases of products to which it applied.
To classify standards at the macro, or family, level there must be some understanding of the standard at the micro, or individual level. While most standard formalization efforts have come at the macro-level (standard classification), we propose any true synthesis of standards requires formalizations at both the macro and micro (information models for a single standard) levels.
Framework for the Formalization of Content
Our work at NIST has explored enterprise architecture frameworks as a means to bridge the perceived gap between standards as developed by domain experts and those standards as understood by stakeholders. Our approach, FACTS, is partially based on the Zachman Framework. In this section, we discuss how the Zachman Framework acts as the foundation of our FACTS approach. We explain how the framework's fundamentals can assist in the development of a more elaborate analysis, comparison, and testing environment for standards.
Introduction to the Zachman Framework
The Zachman Framework was originally developed by John Zachman for enterprise architecture design [22] . The Zachman Framework for enterprise architecture consists of a two dimensional, 6 x 6 matrix, as shown in Figure 1 . The meanings of the phrases in the cells in Figure 1 become clear as we describe an example later. The columns of the framework are formed by the six cognitive primitives [23] Each cell of the matrix models a discrete portion of the enterprise. For example, the cell at the intersection of the 'how' column and the 'System Model' perspective models the designer's view of the system's function. Zachman calls this model the system architecture model. After all the cell models have been constructed, they can be integrated to realize an enterprise as a whole.
Leveraging the Zachman Framework
Despite being an enterprise architecture framework, it is important to recognize that different interpretations can exist for the Zachman rows and columns. While the cells of the Zachman framework provide a clear decomposition of the enterprise, there are no restrictions on the specific models or notations allowed in each of the cells. In general, the Zachman Framework helps decompose and analyze any system that is complex to understand.
The Zachman framework provides a holistic view of any system while maintaining tractability through the careful separation of concerns. The value of any methodology based on this framework lies in the dimensions in which the problem can be decomposed. The separation provided by the cognitive primitives and layers of abstraction allow us to break down an idea into orthogonal dimensions. This separation also provides a means for reconstructing desired idea segments from different cells by integrating the rows and the columns of the framework. This framework approach allows stakeholders to analytically define and reason about various disparate issues encountered when coping with standards.
Methodology: FACTS
Standards analysis in the FACTS methodology results in explicit, deliberate information models in the columns and rows of the Zachman framework. A standard's scope can be explicitly represented at the contextual level by identifying, through lists, its individual traits. These traits provide concise answers to the 'What,' 'How,' 'When,' "Who,' 'Where,' and 'Why' questions. After establishing a domain of discourse, the topmost rows can help identify the important high-level concepts and their relationships within a standard. The middle rows provide the logical and physical models to specific stakeholders to represent the logical and physical details associated with standard implementation. Finally, the lowest rows describe the implementation.
This section explains the FACTS approach: the analysis processes, how to compare two different standards, and how to test for conformance and consistency of a standard based on analyzed models.
Analysis and Modeling of a Standard's Domain
The analysis of a standard using the FACTS methodology consists of a stakeholder analysis and a technical analysis. The stakeholder analysis provides understanding of a standard from different stakeholders' perspectives, and the technical analysis provides explicit, analyzed models of the standard using the Zachman framework.
Stakeholder Analysis
When developing a methodology to holistically analyze a standard, it is important to consider the needs of different stakeholders and their perspectives, and these considerations are made with our stakeholder analysis. Stakeholders may vary by organization, such as industry, SDOs, NGOs, or government, or across enterprises, such as management, supervisors, or workers. We have developed the following list of stakeholders, based on different perspectives from which one might view a standard: 1) generic user, 2) consumer or buyer, 3) manufacturer or producer, 4) government or regulatory agency, 5) software solution provider, 6) researcher, and 7) standards developer. Each stakeholder may also have multiple perspectives. For example, a manufacturing company can be either a buyer or a producer, depending on whether it uses a standard for manufacturing a product or for purchasing supplied parts.
Viewing a standard from different perspectives is necessary because each perspective may raise unique issues, or concerns, on the extent to which a standard addresses a perspective's requirements. For instance, if we consider the primitive 'how', a consumer or buyer is mainly interested in: "How to verify that a product is standard compliant?" A manufacturer or producer may ask a question such as, "How do I become compliant and obtain certification?" A government agency may be interested in how to regulate a standard or how to promote it. A software solution provider may be interested in data availability or possible implementability and scalability issues of the standard. A researcher may be interested in how to obtain statistics for a standard's evaluation.
A standards developer may be interested in how to provide implementation training. Different concerns such as these illustrate the need to analyze standards from the perspectives of all the stakeholders involved.
Our stakeholder analysis is comprised of the following steps: 1) selecting a standard, 2) identifying sets of concerns from each stakeholder perspective based on the question primitives of the Zachman framework, 3) and positioning the concerns in appropriate cells of the Zachman framework. The stakeholder analysis gathers requirements and provides general observations of what a detailed technical analysis may entail. At the development stage of a standard, the stakeholder analysis helps to assess the stakeholder needs when assessing the standards' requirements and scope. Stakeholder analysis at the deployment stage allows stakeholders to assess a standard within the scope of his/her particular needs.
Once the stakeholder analysis has been finalized, we must complete the transition from the stakeholder analysis to the technical analysis. Each stakeholder's concern may relate to one or more different cells in the Zachman framework. The mapping of concerns from the stakeholder to the technical analysis influences the technical results and, therefore, should be carefully considered before beginning the technical analysis. Different information models, providing various levels of understanding, are created depending on where the concerns are positioned in the matrix. We expand upon this idea in Section 6.1.2.
Technical Analysis
The stakeholder analysis provides insight into the entities associated with a standard, such as the actors, processes, products, or materials. The technical analysis aspect of FACTS models these entities so they can be easily interpreted and their roles understood by all. As Zachman provides an enterprise modeling approach, we discuss the analysis results in terms of an appropriate information model for a particular cell.
When analyzing a domain with the Zachman framework, each cell of the 6x6 matrix facilitates an extensive analysis for its designated subset of the problem. The development of the information model for each cell is guided by the cell's meta-model. The meta-models defined in the Zachman Framework provide guidance for how to represent the analysis results at each cell. Once models have been developed for individual cells, each cell model can be related to other models in the same column as well as in the same row. The integration of all cell models in one row constitutes an aggregate model from the perspective of that row. These inter-row relationships promote the continuity of the levels of abstraction between columns. For instance, consider the statement "Standard A applies to manufacturers when participating in Process B in Geographical Location C." In this statement, the 'who,' 'what', 'where,' 'when,' and 'how' can be tied together as they relate to a product, giving insight into Standard A's application. In the following paragraphs we discuss the knowledge gained from each level of abstraction and the methods used to model this knowledge. Further details can be found in [24] , and additional models can be found in appendix. In Section 6 we also provide more concrete examples and additional detail in a case study.
Rows 1 and 2: Domain of Discourse. The top two rows of the Zachman Framework serve to establish the domain of discourse, or scope. They identify the main goals of the standard, the most important concepts in the domain, the high-level processes in the domain, and the people and organizations responsible for various activities. Zachman recommends that the cells in the first row, called the contextual row, are simple lists of words. For instance, the first row of the 'what' column will contain important concepts in the standard as a list of nouns. These concepts may also reside in other columns. The second row, called the conceptual row, is a basic entityrelationship model that provides the enterprise model for standard implementation decision making and planning. For instance, the second row of the 'what' column will contain the conceptual object model that identifies the semantic relationships between the concepts identified in the first row.
The analyses results from upper-row abstractions provide stakeholders with the information necessary to make high-level decisions, such as deciding which products should meet a standard or identifying in which countries a standard applies. Our application of the Zachman framework at the upper levels creates generic models and extensive reference data that can be leveraged in further analyses at lower rows, or levels, of abstraction.
Rows 3 and 4:
Design Interest. The third and fourth rows of the framework contain the "logical" and "physical" abstractions for different stakeholder perspectives of a standard. We use these rows to develop the technical models that support the stakeholder implementation of a standard. The models in these rows contain technical design information at a finer level of detail, but not the complete implementation details. For instance, the third row analysis of the 'what' column will provide logical data models (See [24] for detailed example). These models use the data items defined in the first row of the 'what' column, along with the relationships defined in the second row (semantic model). The fourth row of the 'what' column will contain the physical data model. We consider this model as a specialization of the third row, or an instantiation of the model's structure. It forms the basis for the data definition in the fifth row.
Rows 5 and 6: Implementation Interest. The fifth row of the framework contains the detailed models required for the implementation of the system. For instance, the fifth row of the 'what' column will contain a data definition model, such as database definitions, and will be derived from the model in the fourth row of the 'what' column. The sixth row does not contain any models, but represents the working system itself. These last two rows of the framework are required to realize the implementation of the stakeholder's interest in the standard.
Comparison of Standards
Following the analysis portion of the FACTS methodology is standard comparison. The comparison aspect of the methodology allows for the identification of gaps and overlaps between two or more analyses results. Top row comparisons will compare scopes, and can help in scenarios such as selecting the right standard for a product. Comparisons at the lower levels of abstraction can help address the complexities of implementing multiple standards. The following sections discuss in detail how comparisons can provide valuable knowledge about standard usage from both general and stakeholder-oriented perspectives.
Rows 1 and 2 Comparison
Comparison at the high levels of abstraction can help identify shared roles and activities of different standards, as well as the distinct differences between them. The overlaps at the top rows of the framework can help synthesize a family of standards based on scopes and enterprise models. High-level gaps can help identify areas where the coverage of a standard scope is lacking or non-existent. At the higher levels of abstraction, we identify two types of gaps and overlaps: 1) those from comparing the same scopes at different levels of detail, and 2) those from comparing similar standards where the scope of one extends beyond the other.
As noted by HITSP [20] , similar standards offering different levels of detail can create gaps in coverage. In this scenario, a gap and overlap may exist at the same time. For instance, two standards may overlap in scope; however, the specifics of the scope's coverage may create gaps. These gaps and overlaps often occur when different standards bodies develop similar standards that address the same domain. As different stakeholders have different needs, the result is standards that emphasize details in different places.
When gaps are a result of the extent to which a domain is covered, variations may be driven by factors such as on a specific product type or geographical location. For instance, one standard may cover "desktop computers" while another may cover "computers," therefore extending coverage to notebook computers as well. Here, divergence between standards helps interested parties understand the specifics of when one standard may apply over another.
Analyses and comparison results at the highest levels of abstraction are, for the most part, stakeholder-independent; however, the impact of these comparisons will depend on the stakeholder's perspective. For instance, from an SDO's perspective, comparisons can help place a focus on individual areas in a domain where a new standard may be required or additional detail is needed. For manufacturers and software developers, comparisons may help identify where information gathering and management techniques should be concentrated. For manufacturers, in certain scenarios, this may also mean indirectly conforming to one standard based on the direct conformance to another.
At the lower levels of abstraction, the comparisons become more logical and physical based. Here, the advantage of the gaps and overlaps comparison becomes less focused on when a standard may or may not apply, but how a standard may be implemented.
Rows 3 to 6 Comparison
As noted above, comparisons of standards at the lower rows of abstraction carry different meaning than those at higher levels of abstraction. While the higher levels of abstraction offer the ability to reflect on the "bigger picture" of standard implementation, comparisons at the lower levels can model stakeholder-specific details of implementation. These comparisons include the comparison of logical models, physical models, and detailed models.
When comparing results at the lower levels of abstraction, it is useful to combine individual cells of the analyses as "sentences," having both subjects and predicates. These sentences can provide executable instructions. For instance, at the third level of abstraction, gaps are likely to be a result of differences in implementation requirements. By stringing together "sentences," the manufacturer can develop instructions for implementing different standards, including who is responsible for executing these procedures. Further benefits result when comparing the technology-constrained (physical) and implementation (detail) models located in the two bottom rows. At these levels of abstraction, gaps may result from different machines or even different software.
The main advantages offered by comparisons at the lower levels of abstraction are to provide implementation-centric views and provide insight into how to streamline and simplify implementation practices. At this level, a manufacturer can determine what procedures need to be in place to conform to a particular standard given variances in products, processes, and markets.
Testing of Standards
The third portion of the FACTS methodology is testing. There are two primary phases to testing standards. One phase, verification testing, (development/maintenance stages) tests for whether the standard itself is sound, i.e., does the standard capture all the requirements that it was designed for, and is it practical to implement. The other phase, validation testing, (deployment) tests for whether a product or process meets the structural and operational requirements of the standard, which is also called conformance testing or conformity assessment. We describe these two phases of standards testing in the subsections below.
Test for standard scope and consistency
Testing for scope and consistency addresses how well a standard addresses its intended scope, and is primarily applied during the standard's development and maintenance stages. The FACTS methodology enables one to: 1) evaluate the intended coverage of a standard's scope, 2) determine whether the standard's high-level goals are aligned and consistent with the information content of the standard, and 3) determine whether a conformance assessment will lead to fulfilling the high-level goals of the standard.
Testing for coverage of scope begins by understanding the standards intent, and its application to various perspectives. Consistency checks can be executed by testing whether the low-level information models satisfy the high-level goals of the standards. Testing for consistency begins by tracing whether the logical and physical models in each column correctly lead to the contextual and conceptual bases in the top rows of the framework. The separation of concerns along the two dimensions offered by the Zachman framework allows us to individually analyze various aspects of the standard, so that we objectively test for congruence between the standard's high-level goals and its logical, physical, and detailed models.
Test for standard conformance
Conformance testing is applied at the standard deployment stage and is used to test for both structural and operational requirements. Conformance testing helps ensure that a standard plays a useful role in promoting quality and reliable products in the market, and minimizes the number of defective or unsuitable products reaching the shelves. The ISO/IEC 17000 [25] vocabulary defines "conformity assessment" as "the demonstration that specified requirements relating to a product, process, system, person, or body are fulfilled." Conformity assessment falls under three categories, depending on who performs the assessment: first party assessment, or selfcertification, is performed by the seller or manufacturer of a product; second party assessment is performed by the purchaser or user; and third party assessment is performed by an independent entity that has no interest in the transaction between the first and second parties.
The results from the FACTS analysis provide the appropriate information models to assist in evaluating for product conformity. FACTS may be used to explicitly identify and address declaration requirements. When testing for conformance, FACTS may help streamline processes to meet testing criteria prior to conformance testing. Once all requirements have been identified, analyses results from our FACTS approach can then help determine and implement a conformance assessment strategy.
At the conceptual and contextual layers of the framework, conformance testing can help determine the impact of non-conformance. For example, an examination of the top rows of the technical analysis for a standard may reveal that non-conformity would keep a product from participating in a particular market. If the risks associated with non-conformance are quite high, conformance becomes a necessity. Once the need and scope for conformance have been decided, a plan must be set up to perform the conformance assessment.
Utilizing analyses results from lower rows of the technical analysis, comprehensive plans can be devised to test and maintain standard compliance. The lower level rows of the Zachman framework contain the physical and implementation models able to capture the complexities of information associated with a product. These models help determine what type of information should be included in declarations, such as assemblies, solderable parts, and manufacturing process information. This information can then be mapped back to the top rows of abstraction, to ensure that the conformance testing and declaration are aligned with the high-level goals of the standard.
Beyond conformance planning, our framework also helps in developing computable information models to test for conformance. When appropriate, a 'test suite' can be developed similar to test suites in software testing. The models for conformance testing will identify the specific inputs, test methods, and required outputs for testing conformance. The models used will align with the six columns of the Zachman framework.
The FACTS methodology is useful not only in the technical analysis of standards, but also helps to develop a comprehensive coverage through validation testing and a conformance testing framework, which will play a crucial role in industry adoption of the standard. The next section discusses the application of FACTS in a proof-of-concept scenario.
FACTS Test-Case
A recent, global example of the challenges that can be created by standards was with the introduction of RoHS [26] (Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive) by the European Union. Ill-prepared manufacturers were forced to implement ad hoc solutions to support compliance. There was no coordinated effort to create a process that would ensure compliance. Had additional structure been in place, many of the challenges may have been better received and handled.
In 2006, when the RoHS regulation was enforced by the European Union, industry was not fully prepared, but still forced to react due to the regulatory nature of the standard.
Manufacturers needed methods to demonstrate that their products (including their supply chain) met the guidelines set forth by RoHS to sell on the European market. This required explicit declarations of information requirements that were inexplicitly defined.
In addressing the challenges presented by RoHS, one of the more widely adopted solutions came in the form of IPC-1752 [27]. Many implementers turned to a NIST-developed information model for the standard [28], along with a prototype tool called SCRIBA [29] for implementation. Our framework and methodology hope to replicate success stories such as these by providing, for any standard, explicit, repeatable formalisms and sound information models.
In this section, we illustrate the application of FACTS, in detail, by applying it to an implementation of the RoHS regulation. We also discuss other standards, such as IPC-1752, to provide a more complete example for FACTS analyses, comparisons, and testing.
Example: RoHS
The FACTS proof-of-concept implementation of RoHS begins with the stakeholder analysis and continues to the technical analysis.
Analyzing the requirements of various stakeholders
Surveys, workshops, and reference materials are all means for identifying concerns and issues for a RoHS stakeholder analysis. Figure 3 illustrates possible concerns for a generic user, consumer or buyer, and manufacturer or producer (based on Sustainability Standards Portal [30]). The 'v' symbol shows where in the Zachman framework each concern is positioned. This preliminary positioning is necessary for transitioning from the stakeholder analysis to the technical analysis. Guidelines for placement were given in 5.2. In Figure 3 , it can be seen that in our scenario most concerns revolved around high-level abstractions. When identifying stakeholder concerns with RoHS, one noteworthy finding is that the RoHS document does not provide instructions on how to implement RoHS in industry practice. RoHS instead focuses on how to regulate restricted materials in a product that is sold in the European market, leaving implementation concerns unaddressed. Most concerns about the logical, physical, and detailed models had to be addressed with the development of IPC-1752. Therefore, the IPC-1752 standard also serves as a reference.
Technical analysis using Zachman Framework
To transition to the technical analysis for these high-level concerns, we initially concentrate on those cells in the first row used to analyze the contextual aspect, or scope, of RoHS. Figure 4 illustrates how the concerns from individual stakeholders, and the stakeholder analysis, provide a foundation for the technical analysis. Different stakeholders' concerns are transitioned to a set of terms and concepts that provide the basis for establishing the domain of discourse for individual columns. The remainder of this section will discuss the technical analyses that followed this transition. To conduct a technical analysis of the contextual row, we will begin with the 'What' column. In first defining 'What', we consider only physical entities associated with RoHS, such as the materials, products, and information involved. When identifying 'How', we adopt the SupplyChain Operations Reference (SCOR) [6] model and identify the source, make, and deliver processes of the supply chain as processes impacted by RoHS. The 'Where' aspect of Zachman identifies geographical areas where RoHS is active. The 'Who' aspect identifies the parties or organizations to which RoHS is critical. Parties identified include electronics manufacturers and suppliers, government agencies, and customers. The 'When' row identifies events that initiate process cycles. At the most abstract level, we defined these events as the buying and selling of electronic goods. The 'Why' identifies the high-level goals of RoHS, namely to reduce environmental contamination or to improve brand image. Note that in defining the scope we were careful not to narrow the scope to a point where the RoHS application becomes ill-defined and perspectives are overlooked, yet not broaden the scope to a point where the analysis loses its effectiveness. Figure 5 shows an example of how entities defined in different columns at the first row can be associated to create context and scope. As the technical analysis progresses from row to row, we will focus on the 'what' column to address changes in levels of abstraction. At the contextual level, the 'what' column provided the "list of things" associated with RoHS. The second row, or the conceptual row, now defines a business, or "semantic" model for RoHS. Using the "list of things" provided in row one, a "business entity-business relationship" model is derived. This model provides details on how entities associated with RoHS interact. For instance, an "assembly" is "composed of" a "component," which is "composed of" a "homogenous material" (See Figure 2) . Unlike the lists created in row 1, in row 2 the business models may differ based on the stakeholder perspective taken.
Selected Standard Name RoHS
Progressing downward in the 6x6 matrix, the third row provides the logical data model. Logical models are where data entities and their relationships exist. For instance, here a stakeholder may find an information model, including attributes, of a "homogenous material." The fourth row contains the Physical Data model. This model is technology constrained. Therefore, where the logical model provided the attributes of a "homogenous material," the physical data model describes how it is defined, and may vary depending on syntax used. Finally, the fifth row, or the detailed row, contains the data definition. While row 4 describes how a homogenous material is to be defined, row 5 provides its definition. For instance, row 5 may contain a definition detailing the composition of a particular solder in an electronic product.
This section provided detailed insight into how one might analyze RoHS using FACTS. The next session will discuss how analysis results can be used in standard comparison.
Comparison of RoHS with other Sustainability Standards
In Section 6.2, we discuss the comparison portion of FACTS. Here, we present a proof-ofconcept gaps and overlaps comparison between three different standards: 1) RoHS, 2) WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronics Equipment Directive) [31] , and 3) IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) P1680 [32] . Each of these standards supports or regulates the sustainability of electronics products. To stay aligned with the original stakeholder concerns and analysis results, here we focus on comparisons at the contextual level of abstraction to understand the gaps and overlaps of the scope of three standards. Prior to performing the gaps and overlaps comparison, contextual analyses had to be completed for WEEE and IEEE P1680. Three separate tables ( Figure 6 ) were created from the results of the contextual analyses; each table has a list of words that define the scope of the standard. Gaps and overlaps between coverage can be identified when comparing the three tables within Figure 6 .
The specific type of electronics addressed varies between each standard. WEEE encompasses all electronics, while RoHS addresses only ten specific product categories. The P1680 standard serves as a general electronic standard for other standards, limiting specifics. Complementary standards developed to utilize P1680 currently include standards for computers, imaging equipment, and televisions. This variation raises the following issues with standard comparisons: 1) the need to differentiate between the level of detail (as it pertains to standards) and the level of abstraction (as it pertains to Zachman) and 2) the need to address the existence of directly-and indirectly-stated information as it pertains to standards. For this proof-of-concept, we will focus on only what is stated directly in the documents.
In relation to 1), above, recall the discussion in Section 5 of how a Zachman-based analysis offers different levels of abstraction, and how additional details are learned from each level of abstraction. Some standards are more comprehensive than others, leaving gaps in the level of detail. This can be seen between RoHS, WEEE and P1680. WEEE and P1680 aim to address "environmentally sensitive" materials, while RoHS identifies six specific substances. In comparison is it important to identify when gaps are a result of variances in scope, and when they are simply a result of variances in detail. From a manufacture's viewpoint, differences in scope will dictate which of the three standards a product should conform to, while differences in detail will drive the granularity of product information that must be managed. For instance, RoHS focuses on the manufacturing stage of the product, while both WEEE and P1680 address multiple stages of a product lifecycle.
The most important thing learned from this comparison was how each standard affected the manufacture's ability to participate in the European market. In the comparison of the 'why' column, the motivation for compliance of P1680 was determined to be the reduction of environmental impact, improvement of brand image, and achievement of market recognition through different levels of compliance. All of these reasons were to provide voluntary motivation, and left to the manufacturer to decide if compliance is worth the cost. RoHS and WEEE, however, were developed as directives. As European Union (EU) directives, compliance is no longer voluntary. In order for the manufacturer to sell its product in the EU, it must comply with both RoHS and WEEE. Now that we have discussed a proof-of-concept comparison, in the following section we discuss testing for conformance. Here we will use RoHS and IPC-1752 as an example.
Testing for conformance and compliance
The stated goals of RoHS are to restrict the presence of substances that are hazardous to the environment and to human health. An examination of the top rows of the Zachman analysis for RoHS reveals that non-conformity would lead to the product being ineligible for the European market. To understand the conformance testing aspect of the FACTS framework, let us consider the RoHS regulation and the IPC-1752 standard. In this section, we use the FACTS framework to determine a conformance strategy for the IPC-1752 standard and provide a detailed plan from start to finish. IPC-1752 is used for tracking materials declaration between suppliers and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). As such, OEMs are responsible for not only what they produce, but also what is purchased from suppliers. As a means to satisfy RoHS requirements explicitly, IPC-1752 provides the following four classes of materials declaration:
1. Class A query/response: supplier provides true/false responses to predetermined compliance statements 2. Class B material group: supplier provides total mass for each "material group" 3. Class C product level: supplier provides mass of substances when above threshold level (includes RoHS substances) 4. Class D homogeneous material: supplier lists homogeneous materials in product and provides mass of substances for each homogeneous material These explicit classes address entities very similar to those seen in the results of the earlier analysis of RoHS. IPC-1752 has special RoHS queries for declaring whether a product meets RoHS requirements completely, does not meet RoHS requirements, or falls under a selected exemption. It also allows for capturing detailed information at the homogenous material level. In essence, IPC-1752 was able to address many of the original stakeholder concerns.
While the explicitness of IPC-1752 addressed many of the information requirement issues created by RoHS, the utility of IPC-1752 utility is limited to material declaration. FACTS aims to provide a holistic approach to address not only declaration, but also implementation, conformance, and compliance. The application of FACTS will provide us with a mechanism to not only employ IPC-1752 as a RoHS declaration, but also to facilitate conformance and compliance with RoHS. Figure 7 depicts a scenario where FACTS assists a product manufacturer in the US that is interested in having a product (e.g., hair dryer) certified as RoHScompliant. Each of the steps in the above scenario were facilitated using FACTS results from the previous sections. The figure details the steps the company may follow to ensure that it is placing a RoHS-compliant product on the market. The individual steps, decisions and processes in Figure 7 are transparent with their respective cells of the Zachman framework. For instance, the component types in this scenario are identified in the conceptual and contextual layers (rows 1 and 2) of the 'what' column in the framework. The types of manufacturing processes for these components is given by the conceptual layer (row 1) of the 'how' column of the framework. The manufacturing processes that affect RoHS compliance are described by the logical and physical layers (rows 3 and 4) of the 'how' column of the framework. The time point of the component test is given by the 'when' column of the framework. Having performed the detailed technical analysis of RoHS using the Zachman framework, we have now integrated the models to describe a business scenario, in complete detail, that will lead to RoHS compliance.
Summary
Standards play diverse roles in serving the industry, government and various stakeholders alike. Despite their importance, just like any other endeavor, standards are susceptible to failure. Many standards perish before publication, for various reasons such as technical challenges or failure to achieve consensus. Among published standards, many do not enjoy widespread adoption, often partially due to lack of supporting tools and information infrastructure. We believe significant advances can be made in standards development and adoption. As such, we have developed a methodology that facilitates the conception, deployment and testing of standards.
In this paper, we proposed the Framework for Analysis, Comparison and Testing of Standards -FACTS. FACTS leverages the Zachman framework to analyze standards by separating concerns along orthogonal dimensions. The FACTS analysis of standards occurs at two levels: the stakeholder analysis that identifies stakeholder concerns, and the technical analysis that analyzes the information content of standards at various levels of abstraction. The FACTS facilitates the comparison of analyzed standards and helps identify the gaps and overlaps between them. The comparison methodology provides guidance for the selection of appropriate standards and assists in discovering avenues for standard improvement. FACTS enables two types of testing for standards. FACTS provides guidance for conformance assessment and product compliance with the standard, and a methodology for assessing a standard's scope and consistency within.
FACTS is a first step towards formalizing the way in which standards are conceptualized, developed, and tested. We envision a Computer Aided Standards Development tool based on the FACTS methodology, similar to computer aided development tools in other domains such as software and engineering. We believe that FACTS promotes the development of high quality standards for different applications, thus improving the quality of the applications themselves.
Appendix. Technical analysis examples for RoHS
This appendix shows information model examples for RoHS, which are analyzed according to the FACTS methodology. The examples only for the first two rows are provided in this appendix. Each example includes meta-models, guidelines of Zachman framework, and explanations to build information model examples. 
Row 1. Contextual models

Explanation
This block asks for a list of verbs that represent processes in the enterprise platforms. In filling out the "How" block, the processes used to execute the timing cycles in the "When" blocks were considered. 
Example
Explanation
This block provides a list of gerunds or events that initiate cycles. As we are interested in a standard, only standard-applicable events are relevant. For instance, though material extraction may involve hazardous substances, RoHS is not considered until these materials become part of a component. We consider events, which may require testing or reporting for RoHS. These events were categorized in terms of the SCOR chain consisting of source, make, and deliver. 
This block provides a diagram of how raw "materials" can become finished "goods" based on procedures used. Here the "materials" are RoHS-related inputs, and the "goods" are RoHSrelated outputs. The boxes are business processes that represent the transformation procedure, or how, between the two. 
This block provides the relationships that exist among different entities.
Example
